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“ Your home is your life. Fill it with warmth, cosiness, comfort and joy.
Be proud of your valuable home. May it bless
and delight you every day.”

For warm and cosy home.
For centuries, fire has held an important place in our lives. In
the past, lighting fires with wood principally acted as protection against the cold and hidden dangers; with time, it
has become increasingly linked to comfort and cosiness.
Natural fire holds a special power, bringing warmth, comfort and relaxation into our homes. If such a form of heating is additionally beautifully designed, modern and qualitative, its value is so much higher. Lokaterm stoves with their
technical perfection, ecological safety and modern design,
rank among the highest class of quality wood stoves in Europe.
Stove can be used as either a main or supplementary source of
heating, especially welcome in periods when central heating is
hardly worth starting up. They are intended for the heating of residential spaces, offices, vacation homes, workshops, etc.
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...is your life.
Excellent heating...
Classical clay stone require a number of hours of fuel burning to begin giving off
heat. Lokaterm stoves begin heating the desired space “practically” immediately as
soon as they are lit. The stoves are designed so as to give off heat via
the external surfaces and through the circulation of air, which is heated inside the internal double layer. That’s how easy it is to effectively heat a space.
Great operation and effective combustion is achieved through three air conduits: primary,
secondary and tertiary. Primary air enters through grates in the hearth so as to alleviate
the lighting of the fire. Hot and pre-heated secondary air enters the hearth through a slit
on top of the stove door, required for normal burning while at the same time also “caring”
for the cleanliness of the glass (airbrush). Tertiary air enters the hearth through canals
that are heated in the upper rear of the hearth, allowing additional burning of flue gases.
Such a design ensures a highly effective combustion process, very effective fuel usage (up
to 78 %) and “clean” flue gases (CO < 0.09 %). In practice, this means a low usage of fuel,
leading to smouldering embers up to 6 to 8 hours after the fire burns out and allowing for
continued burning without renewed lighting of the stove.

The stoves are made from sheet metal 2.5 to 4 mm thick, while the
double layer on the lateral and rear sides prevents excessive heating of the surfaces. The hearth is coated with firebricks. The doors
with fireproof ceramic glass have a self-closing safety mechanism.
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Excellent...
The environment will thank you.
Since Lokaterm stoves are intended predominantly for the burning of deciduous
wood, in a deep sense, they do not pollute the environment with CO2, a greenhouse
gas.
It is known that upon complete burning of wood, which our stoves greatly ensure, exactly the same amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) is given off as trees require for their
growth (photosynthesis) and formation of wood mass. This means that unlike heating
with fossil fuels (gas, oil and coal), our stoves do not pollute the earth’s atmosphere
with additional quantities of greenhouse carbon dioxide and sulphur oxides (SOx).

Newer stove models are equipped with supplementary conduits for air, which allows an additional pipe to be attached
to the stove through which air from the surroundings flows so
as not to flow into the space. The circulation of air (in the
stove and in the discharge of flue gases from the stove) is
completely separated from the space where the stove is located, thereby decreasing cooling of the interior spaces.
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Heating...
Nominal heat output

Outdoor air intake

Heat storage

Heating area

The diameter of the chimney back

Length of the firewood

Efficency

The diameter of the chimney top

Water heat exchanger

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and effective heating;
High level of effective usage – small use of fuel;
Effective maintenance of heat through the aid of a stone and ceramic coating;
Heating without polluting the environment with greenhouse gases;
Easy assembly and installation;
Air conduit for burning separated from the heating space;
Modern design;
Tehnical perfection - superior product quality;
Bringing warmth, comfort, cosiness and relaxation to your home.
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Yukon
It is composed of easily replaceable modules. The lower part
of the stove with the firewood door can be easily replaced by
a leg-shaped base. The stove is appropriate for installation in
energy efficient houses, as it contains an adaptor for the external supply of air required for combustion. The flue pipe can be
connected at the top or back, making the supply of primary and
secondary air actively regulated. The stove is equipped with
a system for automatic cleaning of the stove window, using the
preheated secondary air. A handle is integrated into the front
part of the stove, outside of the heat radiation area. A door has
a two-point closing mechanism. The firebox bottom is made from
solid alloy.
The sides of the stove can be manufactured in the sheet metal
colour or from rust-resistant sheet metal.

Base, foot

Untergestell, Fuß

714

569

50

452,8

155
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993

452,8

1055

993

452,8

1075

Base with door

Houston
Steel sides

It is characterised by its high firebox with an oval door
and black printed glass, which makes it even more elegant.
The stove is appropriate for installation in energy efficient
houses, as it contains an adaptor for the external supply of
air required for combustion. The flue pipe can be connected at the top or back, while the supply of primary and
secondary air is actively regulated. The stove is equipped
with a LAV door mechanism and a system for automatic
cleaning of the stove glass using preheated secondary air.

Untergestell, Fuß

The stove is available in three versions: The sides and the
cover can be made from tempered glass, ceramics in different colours or the basic sheet metal version.

Cladding in hardened glass

954
308

510

1130

490

Cladding ceramic

www.lokaterm.com
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Houston natural stone
It is characterised by its high firebox with an oval door
and black printed glass, which makes it even more elegant.
The stove is appropriate for installation in energy efficient
houses, as it contains an adaptor for the external supply of
air required for combustion. The stove lining of natural stone
enables the storage of produced heat, which will keep you
warm long after the fire has gone out.

954

Cladding stone oval
China Grey

308

570

1130

500

Cladding stone oval
Shanxi Black
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Cladding stone oval
Tibet Red

Houston Vertiko
The stove Houston Vertiko is narrow and tall. The front
part of the granite cladding consists of two massive
stone elements. The cover and the side panels consist
of equally high quality wrought granite as the front
part of the panel. The front part of the furnace is
slightly rounded. The surface of the cladding can be
sand-blasted Serpentino and China grey or polished
granite - Shanxi Black, Tibet red, Pearl white.

630

954

Facing of natural
stone Tibet Red

308

Facing of natural
stone Shanxi Black

1250

480

Facing of natural
stone Pearl White

www.lokaterm.com
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Alaska 120

Black

The stove is appropriate for installation in energy efficient houses, as it contains an adaptor for the external
supply of air required for combustion.
The stove is characterised by the active regulation of
primary and secondary air as well as the system for automatic cleaning of the stove window using preheated
secondary air, a LAV door system. The firebox bottom is
made from solid alloy.

290

475

1200

Available in black, brown or stainless steel.
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Alaska 150
Stainless
steel

A modern stove with a round shape and a large panoramic glass emphasises the individual‘s personal style.
The option of rotating the stove by 180 degrees gives it its special character.
The stove is appropriate for installation in energy efficient houses, as it contains an adaptor for the external supply of air required for combustion.
The stove is characterised by the active regulation of
primary and secondary air as well as the system for
automatic cleaning of the stove window using preheated secondary air, a handle integrated into the front
part of the stove outside the heat radiation area and
a door with a two-point closing mechanism. The firebox bottom is made from solid alloy.

INOX
Untergestell, Fuß

475

437

1502

Heat accumulation

Brown

www.lokaterm.com

Black
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Dakota
Cladding stone Serpentino

Full glass front panel

Steel sides
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1011
126

1200

1012

575

126

1160

531,6

514

470

Its typically high firebox with oval doors and black printed glass
makes the stove even more elegant. The stove is suitable for installation in energy efficient houses and has a built-in adapter
for the external air supply necessary for combustion. The stove
offers the possibility of top or rear flue connection, and the active regulation of the primary and secondary air. It is equipped
with a system for automatic cleaning of the stove window with
pre-heated secondary air.
The stove is also available with the sides made from stainless
sheet metal, or with sides from black natural stone.

Montana
Stainless steel

The firewood compartment can be open or closed with a
drawer. The stove is suitable to be built in energy saving
houses as it has an inbuilt duct for outside air supply that
is needed for combustion. Stove‘s characteristics are active
regulation of primary and secondary air. Automatic glass
cleaning system of the stove with preheated secondary air,
the door has a two-point closing mechanism.

Steel sides
445

470

1100

Untergestell, Fuß

www.lokaterm.com
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Fargo
An oval stove with excellent performance.
You can place the stove in a corner or in the middle of the
room. The stove is suitable for energy-efficient homes due to
the possibility of a connection of outside air. The stove has a
connection point for a stovepipe at the top or rear, primary
and secondary air can be adjusted actively, it also has a
two-point of self closing mechanism, as well as a system for
the automatic glass cleaning with pr eheated secondary
air - „Air brush“.
Available in black colour with gray or black side walls, side
walls from woodstone natural stone, granite or marble are
also possible.

Cladding stone
Woodstone

522

397

415

1116

1403

Steel sides
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Duncan
Padding stone sides
China Grey

The stove is suitable to be built in energy saving houses as it has an
inbuilt duct for outside air supply that is needed for combustion. A
fluepipe can be connected at the top or at the back, the stove has
an active regulation of primary and secondary air, a two-point closing
mechanism and an automatic glass cleaning system with preheated
secondary air.

Untergestell, Fuß

887

Steel sides

168

507

1000

422

There are three types available: sheet metal in black colour and natural stone.

www.lokaterm.com
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Hudson
Panel made of
white limestone

The stove is suitable to be built in energy saving houses
as it has an inbuilt duct for outside air supply that is needed for combustion. A fluepipe can be connected at the
top or at the back, the stove has an active regulation of
primary and secondary air, a two-point closing mechanism
and an automatic glass cleaning system with preheated
secondary air.
There are three types available: sheet metal in black, natural stone top-plate and sides or sandstone wainscot.
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522

940
240

1054

Steel sides

398

www.lokaterm.com

Sfinga
Sides made of stainless
steel sheet

The stove is suitable to be built in energy saving houses as it
has an inbuilt duct for outside air supply that is needed for
combustion. A fluepipe can be connected at the top or at
the back, the stove has an active regulation of primary and
secondary air, a two-point closing mechanism and an automatic glass cleaning system with preheated secondary air.

955
317

515

1093

476

Untergestell, Fuß

www.lokaterm.com
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Cabano
The special feature of the stove is the width of the combustion chamber. It is suitable for firewood with a length
of 50 cm. Required for the combustion air from outside is
completely separated from the ambient air. The use of the
stove in low-energy houses is possible in combination with
the reversible door. The oven is equipped with a manual
adjustment of air for combustion. The exterior side panels
and cover can be made of sheet or granite.

Panels made of
natural stone

805

512

1053

901

Steel sides
545

449

18

LAV closing system

www.lokaterm.com

Mangart S
Color ceramic
S-16

The stove has a classic fireplace shape with a semicircular upper part. It has integrated modern combustion
technique and management. It is possible to connect
the stove to the inlet of outside air. Ceramic coating
of the stove can be designed in different colors.

Color ceramic
S-5

www.lokaterm.com
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Vermont
Design with clear lines and perfect technology. The stove
is suitable to be built in energy saving houses as it has an
inbuilt duct for outside air supply that is needed for combustion. A fluepipe can be connected at the top or at the
back, the stove has an active regulation of primary and
secondary air, a two-point closing mechanism mechanism
and an automatic glass cleaning system with preheated
secondary air.
Vermont stove can be made with heat storage system.

Side panels
natural stone

1495

Steel sides

302

539

1605

474

Untergestell, Fuß
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Heat accumulation

www.lokaterm.com

Florida
The stove is appropriate for installation in energy efficient houses,
as it is equipped with an adaptor for the external supply of air
required for combustion. The flue pipe can be connected at the
top or back so that the supply of primary and secondary air is
actively regulated. The stove is also equipped with a system for
automatic cleaning of the stove glass using preheated secondary
air, a handle outside the heat radiation area and a door with a
three-point closing mechanism mechanism.
The stove lining of natural stone enables the storage of produced
heat, which will keep you warm long after the fire has gone out.

Panels made of
natural stone
Woodstone

Panels made of
natural stone
Serpentino

Panels made of natural
stone China Grey

www.lokaterm.com

990
330

615

1111

495

Untergestell, Fuß
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Areh
The features of this oven are active control of the primary and secondary air, the system for the automatic
oven cleaning with preheated secondary air - „Air
brush“, the handle is built outside of the heat radiating
area in the front of the stove, the door has a two-point
closing mechanism mechanism.

White

1084

Black

443

468
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Vesta
MULTIFUNCTIONAL HEATING SYSTEM
Vesta is an innovative heating solution that combines a stove and the chimney within each
other, since the chimney is installed directly on top of the stove. The newly designed chimney
wall has also two air channels in addition to a pipe for the drainage of the fire gasses. One is
the air supply to the oven, the other leads to the principle of thermal warm convection in the
upper floor. Because of the vertical air duct the stove can be set anywhere in the building.
INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOLUTIONS
The special frame ensures the stability of the stove, the chimney and the heat storage panels
which allows heating of the two floors at the same time.
SAFE AND EFFICIENT STOVE
The built-in stove has a closed combustion chamber with refractory cladding. The door of
the combustion chamber is equipped with a large ceramic glass with black printed edge
and transparent middle section. The controls for primary and secondary air (and tertiary air)
are located under the door.
SPACE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Vesta takes up very little space and has an excellent burning performance. The heat radiation through the glass and the convection air enable an immediate heat transfer into the
room, the heat-storing coating keeps the warmth long and prevents overheating of the room.
In the chimney wall just above the grill with the hatch there is a closure for the air duct that
prevents excessive heat discharge from the facility. The hatch on the grill regulates the inflow
of warm air into the upper floor.

892

875

843

476

300,5

235,5

465

480

692

www.lokaterm.com
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Fargo Hydro

Florida Hydro

Steel sides
Steel sides

An oval wood stove with excellent heating power.
The stove is fitted with a water heat exchanger. This ensures that the stove emits 72.6% of
thermal energy obtained from the fuel to the water cycle in the heat storage. This is part of
the system for the „central heating of the building“. Because of this the convection air and
heat through the glass emits only 2.3 of kW heating power (27.4%) so the stove can stand
even in smaller rooms. The remaining heat energy is accumulated in the heat storage of the
central heating system. This allows heating the „other“ rooms in the building with the central
heating system.
The heat exchanger has a built-in safety-cooling system that prevents overheating using
cold water from the domestic water supply. The stove has a possibility for the connection of
external air. The chimney can be connected from above or back. It is equipped with an active
control system of primary and secondary air.
A version in grey or black is possible. The cover and side walls can be fitted with woodstone
natural stone, marble or granite (multiple color available).
429

990

1111

1379

620

522

A furnace in an elegant classical shape, with clean lines and modern combustion technology.
It is equipped with a system of primary and secondary air, as well as a three-point
door locking mechanism. The clean glass during the burn process is ensured by a glass
cleaning system with preheated air – „Air brush“. In the stove a water heat exchanger
is installed. Through water heat exchanger, a part of the thermal energy obtained from
the fuel is emitted into the heat accumulation, which is a part of central heating system
of the object.
The heat exchanger has a built-in safety-cooling system. This prevents overheating of
the heater with the help of cold water from the domestic water line which is opened and
closed by a temperature safety valve (TAS).
A version in grey or black is possible. The cover and side walls can be fitted with woodstone natural stone, marble or granite (Serpentino, Shanxi Black, China Grey).
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330

464

615
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Technical information
Fresh air nozzle witdth [mm]

Rear exhaust
outlet width
[mm]

Firewood
length[cm]

Meets the
requirements of
the regulation

100

452 x 405 x 1057

40-60

155

919

25

EN 13240

YUKON Socket

5

78

100

452 x 405 x 1080

40-60

155

932

25

EN 13240

HOUSTON

6,5

80

180

568 x 499 x 1130

55-75

308

953

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

HOUSTON NS

6,5

80

220

568 x 499 x 1130

55-75

308

954

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

HOUSTON VERTIKO

6,5

80

310

630 x 480 x 1250

55-75

308

954

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

ALASKA 120

6

81,4

155

475 x 475 x 1200

55-70

290

0

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

ALASKA 150

6

80,7

165

475 x 475 x 1502

55-70

437

1317

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

DAKOTA

6

80,7

130

531 x 470 x 1160

55-70

126

1012

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

DAKOTA Glas

6

80,7

140

575 x 514 x 1200

55-70

126

1011

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

MONTANA

6

82,7

140

475 x 475 x 1100

55-70

445

0

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

5,5

80

125

522 x 398 x 1386

50-70

415

1116

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

DUNCAN

7

80,2

120

507 x 422 x 1000

60-85

235

887

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

HUDSON

5,5

80

120

522 x 398 x 1054

50-70

240

940

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

SFINGA

6,5

80

140

515 x 476 x 1093

55-75

308

953

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

CABANO

9

80

135

795 x 502 x 1031

80-120

454

901

50

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

MANGART S

8

80

???

610 x 449 x 1101

65-95

214

867

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

VERMONT

6

80,7

165

539 x 474 x 1605

55-70

297

1501

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

FLORIDA

8

80

280

615 x 495 x 1111

65-95

330

990

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

AREH

6

80,7

155

468 x 468 x 1084

55-70

443

0

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG

FARGO HYDRO

8

80

160

522 x 429 x 1379

50-70

464

0

33

EN 13240

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

FLORIDA HYDRO

8,3

83

180

616 x 620 x 1111

65-95

330

990

33

EN 13240

VESTA

8,5

78,5

120

736 x 485 x 1544

70-110

*

*

33

EN 13240

FARGO

Heat accumulation

78

Heating area
[m2]

Weight [kg]

5

Width x
deepth x high
[mm]

Efficency [%]

YUKON Foot

MODEL

Performance
[kW]

All furnaces have the chimney connection diameter of 150mm and connection for fresh air with a diameter of 100 mm.

www.lokaterm.com

2. St. BlmSchV Deutschland

Art. 15aB-VG
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Notes
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design by Uroš Šterbenk
www.lokaterm.com
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Mirka Vadnova 8, 4000 Kranj, Slovenija,
tel.: +386 4 20 13 360, fax.: +386 4 20 13 363,
tel.: +386 4 20 13 350, fax.: +386 4 20 13 353,
e-mail: info@creina.si, www.lokaterm.com

